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Abstract Research has shown that alternating the routes in wireless sensor net-
works, can extend the network’s lifetime and increase communication
savings. Many proposed data dissemination protocols, however, estab-
lish paths that guide data on a hop-level basis from sources to sinks.
In this paper, we explain why such a tight-coupling (between the data
dissemination and data routing) may be desired, even when a location-
based addressing scheme may be available; and describe a novel location-
based publish/subscribe protocol that offers support for the transpar-
ent operation of resource-aware routing protocols. Our protocol offers
a trade-off between shared event dissemination paths (that can increase
communication efficiency) and support for resource-awareness (that al-
lows freedom of notification routing from the publishers to the sub-
scribers).
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1. Introduction

In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), where nodes are power-constrained,
prolonged operation and the network’s survival are desired. Research [13]
has shown that alternating routes, when delivering data from sources to
sinks, can extend the network’s lifetime by distributing the communica-
tions load within the network. Fixed paths, however, allow the forma-
tion of shared data dissemination links, over which data (and hence the
communication costs) are shared among multiple sinks.

In this paper, we present Quad-PubSub, a publish/subscribe protocol
for location-aware WSNs. Quad-PubSub decouples itself from the rout-
ing layer to enable the transparent operation of resource-aware routing
protocols, [13][4][15], that can extend the network’s lifetime. We la-
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bel this contribution as “support for resource-awareness” and measure
it through the level of routing restrictions that Quad-PubSub imposes
over the routing of events from publishers to subscribers. We also con-
struct shared event dissemination links (referred to as “shared paths”)
that reduce the overall communications cost. This enhances scalability,
but also conflicts with the first goal (discussed later in section 3). We use
a subscriber-given ǫ factor to manipulate this trade-off, and have devel-
oped a localized algorithm which resolves the subscribe and unsubscribe
operations efficiently within the network. Quad-PubSub establishes links
without the involvement of end-point publishers or subscribers, meaning
that we do not rely on acknowledgments or re-enforcements. It is a pub-
lish/subscribe protocol in that it decouples publishers and subscribers
through a set of intermediate nodes, called event brokers.

2. Related Work

There have been many data dissemination protocols, designed for
WSNs. Perhaps, one that is most well-known is directed diffusion[8]
and its family of protocols [14]. These data-centric protocols perform
combined data dissemination and routing, in that data is delivered from
sources to sinks in the absence of an external routing protocol. Shared
paths can be formed; cheaply, along the lowest latency paths (oppor-
tunistic sharing); or globally (greedy sharing), to reduce the commu-
nications cost [10][7]. Where geographical information is available, re-
searchers have used this ([16][14][6]) to reduce the path establishment
costs, but have still maintained a tight-coupling between data dissemina-
tion and routing. This tight-coupling helps to efficiently construct shared
paths (detailed more in the next section). SAFE[9] is a data-centric pro-
tocol, that uses tight-coupling to form shared paths in location-aware
WSNs.

Other works, however, have shown that resource-awareness takes a
more dominant role in extending the operational lifetime and network’s
survival. Shah et al. [13] have shown that a resource-aware approach can
extend the energy savings by 21.5% and the network’s life-time by 44%,
when compared to the optimal paths used in directed diffusion. They
maintain a set of sub-optimal paths, chosen by means of a probability
function, from which they select a single path randomly to deliver data.

We use the location information to decouple our protocol from the
routing mechanism, thereby allowing the transparent operation of these
protocols and the like ([13][4][15]). Nonetheless, we also address the
challenge of forming shared paths efficiently and effectively to reduce
the communication costs (when optimal routes are used).
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Figure 1. Event forwarding paths for two subscribers and a single publisher (solid
lines are pub/sub links, dashed lines are shortest routes)

Our work resembles GHT[12], DIMENSIONS[3], DIMS[11], and DIFS
[5], in that it uses a geographical hash function. These works do not sup-
port information dissemination, but address a data storage and search
problem in sensor networks. We are not aware of any information dis-
semination protocol that makes use of these approaches, nevertheless we
have examined a comparable GHT-based approach in our evaluations.

3. Preliminaries

In systems where geographic information is available, a globally unique
addressing scheme may be trivially set up. The event dissemination pro-
tocols may use these identifiers to decouple themselves from the under-
lying routing, which allows the transparent operation of external routing
protocols. Shared paths, however, offer worthwhile savings when cou-
pling is tighter. Let us consider figure 1 as a case study.

Direct unicast links can be set up, see figure 1(a). In this setup,
maximum support for resource-awareness is achieved by having the sub-
scribers’ details only at the publisher’s node. Event notifications can
take any route from the publisher to the subscribers, guided by the un-
derlying routing protocol. The lowest notification delivery cost (assumed
proportional to the number of hops taken) is 6 hops.

Figure 1(b) shows an equivalent case where opportunistic shared paths
are formed. States are stored at every individual hop, and used to merge
overlapping lowest latency paths. The delivery cost is now 5 hops. In-
terestingly, these savings are made at the publisher’s region which help
to extend the life-time of the publisher’s and surrounding nodes. A
tight-coupling, however, has already been formed, that compromises the
support for resource-awareness. At the expense of higher communication
costs (e.g. network broadcast), more effective information-sharing paths
can be formed, see figure 1(c). The notification delivery cost is now 4
hops, but the subscription handling mechanism has a cost proportional
to that of network broadcast. Other downsides of this tight-coupling
are high exposure of the protocol to low-level failures and dynamics,
and possible dependencies over environmental characteristics, such as
symmetric link connectivity for reverse-path routing.
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Rendezvous-based approaches can offer a trivial solution to this tight-
coupling problem. Using GHT[12], one can construct shared paths while
supporting resource-awareness. In this setup, subscriptions are joined
and shared paths are set up at the defined rendezvous nodes, see figure
1(d). Support for resource-awareness is better than the opportunistic
and greedy approaches, but worse than direct unicast as events must still
route through the defined rendezvous nodes. This approach, however,
has a number of disadvantages that significantly outweigh its benefits.
Firstly, the rendezvous nodes are selected statically and according to
their locations, as opposed to their level of resources. Secondly, they
are subject to high event handling and dissemination costs that result
in their immediate power depletion and failure. Thirdly, the resultant
event dissemination paths (even in the case of shortest-distance routing)
result in high communication costs; the cost is 8 hops in figure 1(d).

4. Quad-PubSub

In Quad-PubSub, information is assumed to have notions of type and
location assigned to it. Event notifications have topic names and space
attribute parameters that describe the context and location of events’
occurrences. Clients can express interests over event topics and spatial
regions, from which they receive event notifications. In this paper, we
focus on events, whose space attribute is tied to their publisher’s location
(i.e. publishers generate events that relate to their immediate locality).
The following operations are supported at our protocol’s interface.

• Subscribe (Event Topic, Coverage Domain, Epsilon Factor, Event Handler)

• Unsubscribe (Event Topic, Coverage Domain)

• Publish (Event Topic, Space Attribute, Event Payload)

Spatial regions are described in terms of Coverage Domains, and the
Epsilon Factor is used to construct paths that conform to subscriber’s
specifications. Event notifications are disseminated by means of using
simple Event Clients Tables (ECTs), that are stored at every participat-
ing node and direct events to the next set of related nodes in the network
(see figure 2). The participating nodes (termed “publish/subscribe enti-
ties”) comprise Event Clients (ECs) and Event Brokers (EBs). ECs are
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simply the end-point publishers and subscribers. EBs are a set of ordi-
nary nodes, that are selected according to the protocol’s preferences and
run-time nodal resources. They operate as information-sharing junc-
tions for one or more publish/subscribe entities. Figure 3 shows the set
of available EBs at the top layer, and the set of selected EBs at the
middle layer. In this example, two EBs are selected. Events are routed
through the set of selected EBs to reach the end-point subscribers.

The selection of EBs is important. The number of selected EBs has
a direct impact on the discussed support for resource-awareness and the
effectiveness of shared paths in the network. The smaller the number,
the lower is (a) the routing restrictions imposed over the delivery of
events (higher support for resource-awareness), (b) the number of ECT
entries stored in the network, and (c) the susceptibility of Quad-PubSub
to node failures. Nevertheless, in forming shared paths the higher the
number of selected EBs, the higher is the likelihood of a selected event
broker to exist at an optimal information-sharing junction, as achieved
by greedy sharing (illustrated earlier in figure 1(c)).

Our protocol comprises two operating layers, a logical layer and a
physical layer. The logical layer defines the set of event brokers that
exist over an overlay layer (the top layer in figure 3). It defines the
relationship that event topics, location and event brokers have with one-
another, and includes a localized resolving algorithm which selects EBs
for event dissemination (the middle layer in figure 3). These operations
are decentralized and subscription-driven. The physical layer reflects the
protocol’s knowledge of the underlying network and nodal characteris-
tics. It is responsible for the resource-aware operation of the protocol,
and provision of network-related services, such as that of fault-tolerance.
The bottom layer in figure 3 shows this physical layer, in which the two
selected EBs are mapped to two nodes in the physical network, and
publish/subscribe links are formed over the real infrastructure. The
next section describes our system formally.

4.1 Notation

The entire network’s coverage area is enclosed in a region, referred to
as the network space S. The logical layer is described by a graph, GE,L =
(GE,LV , GE,LE), whose vertices GE,LV define all the logical EBs, relat-
ing to the set of publishable event topics E, and directed edges GE,LE

describe the EBs’ parent-child relationships (discussed later). The real
network is described by the physical layer graph GP = (GPV , GPE),
whose vertices GPV represent the deployed network nodes, and directed
edges GPE describe the link-layer connections between them.
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• loc(u ∈ (GE,LV ∪ GPV )) 7→ s ∈ S is a function that maps a vertex
u to a point, s, on the network space S. l(u ∈ GE,LV ) ≡ loc(u) and
p(v ∈ GPV ) ≡ loc(v) are short-hand notations.

• hashe∈E(s ⊆ S) 7→ p ∈ s ⊆ S denotes a geographical hash function,
that when given a key (event topic e) and a spatial region s, outputs
a unique geographical coordinate p within the given region, s.

• map(u ∈ GE,LV ) 7→ v ∈ GPV denotes a one-way mapping func-
tion, that maps every vertex on the logical layer to a vertex on the
physical layer. The function is a resource-aware mapping function,
implemented by the physical layer.

• res(u ∈ GPV , v ∈ GE,LV ) 7→ y ∈ {true, false} is a boolean function
that returns whether a physical node u has sufficient resources to
operate as an information-sharing junction or not.

4.1.1 Logical Layer’s Notation. The logical layer partitions
S into a hierarchy of geographical scopes, in which each scope is sub-
divided into four equisized geographical scopes (GSs), see figure 4. The

geographical scopes are static, and total to a number of 4l−1
3 scopes for

an l level hierarchy. For every combination of an event topic e ∈ E, and
a geographical scope g ⊆ S, an event broker u ∈ Ge,LV is defined that
is responsible for events matching the event topic e and holding space
attribute s ∈ g. If one interconnects the EBs related to the event topic e,
from the highest geographical scope to the lowest geographical scopes, a
quad tree (QT) is formed, where every vertex has four child vertices (see
figure 4). Since the operation of the logical layer is independent of the
event topics, we study our protocol from the perspective of a single event
topic, e ∈ E, and its corresponding QT, Ge∈E,L ≡ GL = (GLV , GLE).

• u ∈ GLV denotes a vertex that represents an EB on the QT.

• (u, v) ∈ GLE denotes a directed edge that represents the parent-child
relationship between u and v on the QT (see figure 4).

• c(u ∈ GLV ) = {v ∈ GLV |(u, v) ∈ GLE} denotes the children of u.

• s(u ∈ GLV ) 7→ s ⊆ S is a function that returns the geographical
scope for vertex u. Also, si∈{1,··· ,4}(u ∈ GLV ) ≡ s(ci(u)).

• ci∈{1,··· ,4}(u ∈ GLV ) denotes the ith child of u, that is located in the
ith sub-geographical scope of s(u), starting from the quadrant with
the minimum coordinate values and counting clock-wise.

• covv∈GPV (u ∈ GLV ) 7→ s ⊆ s(u) is a function that returns the run-
time coverage of u, on behalf of its interconnected subscriber v, over
its defined scope, s(u). Also, cov(u ∈ GLV ) ≡

⋃
v∈GPV

covv(u).
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• R(u ∈ GLV , p ∈ GPV , s ⊆ S, ǫ ∈ R) 7→ {(v ∈ GLV , sv ⊆ S, ǫv ∈
R)|v ∈ c(u) ∪ {u}, sv ⊆ s(v), ǫv ∈ R} is a Localized Resolving Algo-
rithm that when given a logical vertex u, subscriber p, and a coverage
domain s ⊆ s(u), returns a set of triples that describe the logical ver-
tices and coverages for which the vertices are responsible.

• K(p ∈ GPV , q ⊆ S) 7→ {u ∈ GLV |∀v ∈ K(p, q) covp(u) ∩ covp(v) =
∅,

⋃
x∈K(p,q) covp(x) = q} describes the overall operation of the log-

ical layer, in which a subscription from p with coverage domain q is
fully resolved over the QT. An EB u ∈ GLV is selected if u ∈ K(p, q).

4.2 Logical Quad-Trees Layer

Event brokers offer access to event notifications that fall within their
defined geographical scopes. They initially receive no event notifica-
tions, and then subscribe or unsubscribe independently to meet their in-
terconnected pub/sub entities’ requirements. l(u ∈ GLV ) = hash(s(u))
statically defines the location mapping of every EB on S. Subscribers
are linked to those event brokers that can serve them with their set of
interested events. Since geographical scopes overlap in space, EBs also
overlap in coverage scopes. Thus, there exists not just one, but at least
2l−1 different combinations of event brokers that can satisfy a subscrip-
tion request (l, here, is the depth of the geographical scope hierarchy).

The logical layer selects a number of EBs, K(p, q), which have ECT
entries that forward events to the subscriber p with coverage domain
q. These ECT entries (for p) are reflected by {covp(u)|u ∈ K(p, q)}.
The registered coverages, for p, at the selected EBs are always mu-
tually exclusive to ensure exactly-once delivery (∀u, v ∈ K(p, q)u 6=
v, covp(u) ∩ covp(v) = ∅), and sum to the subscriber’s coverage domain
of interest, q, to ensure correctness (

⋃
x∈K(p,q) covp(x) = q), see figure 5.

In order to determine K(p, q), in a decentralized manner, we have
developed a localized resolving algorithm, R(u, p, s, ǫ), which iteratively
resolves the (un)subscribe operation over the QT. A subscribe (or un-
subscribe) operation (at the EC) is packaged into a subscription (or
unsubscribe) message, and dispatched to the nearest covering event bro-
ker, from which the iterative operation starts and continues down the
QT until complete resolution. The nearest covering event broker to a
subscriber a ∈ GPV with coverage domain q ⊆ S is a u ∈ GLV : q ⊆ s(u),
such that also ∀v ∈ GLV : q ⊆ s(v), |p(a) − l(u)| ≤ |p(a) − l(v)|.

The R algorithm determines the set of responsible EBs, for a subscribe
or unsubscribe operation, based on the event dissemination path lengths
and registered coverage domains at the local EB. Its output comprises
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a set of triplets, that contain the set of event brokers and the set of
coverage domains for which the EBs are held responsible.

If a node u ∈ GLV is contained within its R’s output, (u, s′, ǫ′) ∈
R(u, p, s, ǫ), then u is selected for the event notification forwarding (or
ECT deletion) and u ∈ K(p, q). This selection triggers a registration (or
de-registration) process that is detailed shortly. If the set of u’s children
are involved in the function’s output, (v ∈ c(u), s′, ǫ) ∈ R(u, p, s, ǫ), then
the operation is said to have been decomposed and relayed. The original
message is then forwarded to v, with modified coverage domain s′.

Figure 5 shows an example, in which a subscriber’s subscription is
forwarded to the highest level EB (shown at the top layer). The sub-
scription coverage domain, q, is partially registered at the top level EB
(shown as a shaded region), and partially decomposed and relayed to the
lower layer EBs, which correspond to the unshaded region of q. The pro-
cess is iterated until the subscription coverage domain, q, is completely
resolved over the QT. Selected EBs are those which are responsible for
the registered (shaded) areas. In this example, six EBs are selected (one
at the top layer, one at the middle layer, and four at the bottom layer).

4.2.1 Localized Resolving Algorithm. This section describes
R(u, p, s, ǫ), where u ∈ GLV is the evaluating event broker, p ∈ GPV

is the subscriber, s ⊆ S is the coverage domain for which u is held
responsible, and ǫ is a guidance factor that is specific to the subscription
operation and is discussed shortly.

We first discuss the unsubscribe operation. The R function for this op-
eration can be formally expressed as R(u, p, s, ǫ) = {(u, s∩ covp(u), ǫ)}∪
{(v ∈ c(u), r ∩ s(v), ǫ)|r = s − covp(u)}. This means that u de-registers
the overlapping coverage domain that it had previously registered for p

and decomposes and relays the remainder to its child vertices (EBs).
For a subscription operation, the algorithm analyses the coverage do-

main s in relation to the already covered domain cov(u). It computes the
impact of its involvement (register) or deferral (relay) on the resulting
event forwarding path, and evaluates that against a given ǫ factor.
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The subscriber-given ǫ ∈ R : ǫ ≥ 1 indicates the ratio of the longest
event forwarding path that the subscriber p ∈ GPV is satisfied with,
relative to the theoretically shortest event forwarding path. The ǫ factor
empowers p to control the following properties of the formed event for-
warding path. A lower ǫ value would shorten the event forwarding path,
such that the lower bound of notification delivery latency is reduced. A
lower ǫ value would also decrease the number of selected event brokers,
thus maximising the support for resource-awareness. A larger value,
however, promotes higher path-sharing, such that the path is stretched
to increase overlap among multiple paths.

u computes approximate interconnection distances for the options
of registering or relaying the subscription, with respect to each of its
sub-coverage scopes si(u). {rgi ∈ R|i ∈ {1, · · · , 4}} and {rli ∈ R|i ∈
{1, · · · , 4}} denote the sets of distances for these two options, see fig-
ure 6. The algorithm uses p’s and u’s real physical locations, p(p)
and p(v = map(u)), in its computations, and computes four virtual
publishers’ coordinates that reflect the publishers in each of its sub-
geographical scopes. The four latter coordinates are defined as the cen-
troid points, {ceni ∈ S|i ∈ {1, · · · , 4}}, of uncovered spatial regions
{sri∈{1,··· ,4} ⊆ S|sri = si(u) ∩ (s − cov(u))}. The distances are then
computed as {rli ∈ R|rli = |p(p) − ceni|} and {rgi ∈ R| if sri = ∅, then
rgi = |p(p) − p(v)|, otherwise rgi = |p(p) − p(v)| + |p(v) − ceni|}.

For every i ∈ {1, · · · , 4}, where rgi

rli
≤ ǫ, the subscription is registered,

R(u, p, s, ǫ) = R(u, p, s, ǫ)∪ {(u, s∩ si(u), ǫi)|ǫi = ǫ.|p(p)−ceni|−|p(p)−p(v)|
|p(v)−ceni|

}.

Otherwise, the subscription is relayed, R(u, p, s, ǫ) = R(u, p, s, ǫ) ∪
{(ci(u), s∩si(u), ǫ)}. Where u is a leaf node on the quad-tree (i.e. c(u) =
∅), then the subscription is fully registered, R(u, p, s, ǫ) = {(u, s, 0)}.

4.2.2 Register/de-Register. Registering a subscription cover-
age s ⊆ S, for a subscriber p ∈ GPV at node u ∈ GPV , modifies u’s ECT
to reflect covp(u) ⊇ s. A de-registration process operates similarly. It
removes an unsubscribe coverage s from the existing coverage covp(u).

If u is an event broker, register and de-register operations may trig-
ger subsequent independent subscribe or unsubscribe operations by u

itself. When u registers an s ⊆ S, such that s * cov(v), then u initi-
ates a subscribe operation for the remainder coverage, s − cov(u), with
an ǫ given by R. Similarly, when cov(u) =

⋃
v∈GPV

covv(u) is affected,
after a de-registration process, u unsubscribes the excess coverage do-
main, covprevious(u) − cov(u). These operations differ from the sub-
scribe/unsubscribe operations initiated by ECs in two ways. Firstly, the
messages are strictly forwarded down the QT, to u’s children, c(u). Sec-
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ondly, when u is a leaf node of the quad-tree, the subscribe/unsubscribe
messages are broadcast to all the nodes within its defined scope, s(u).

4.3 Physical Publish/Subscribe Layer

The operation of the physical layer is not discussed in this paper.
It maps the selected logical event brokers to real physical nodes, such
that map(u ∈ K(p, q)) 7→ v ∈ GPV : res(v, u) = {true}. It implements a
hand-over procedure which actively relieves v, from its operations, when
its resources fall short, res(v, u) = {false}, and finds a new resource-ful
node that can operate instead. Finally, fault-tolerance is supported here,
through redundant storage of ECT entries in the network, that deliver
events to end-point ECs even when mapped EBs happen to fail.

4.4 Event Dissemination (Publish Operation)

Publishers actively introduce events, using the publish operation. Event
notifications, {(e ∈ E, s ∈ S, payload)}, are distributed to all the sub-
scribers, whose interests match the event topic e and coverages contain
s. It is worth noting that the publish operation does not incur any
communications cost unless at least one subscriber has expressed an in-
terest on the published event. The transparency and anonymity of ECs
is supported through the involvement of intermediate EBs.

5. Evaluation

We are comparing Quad-PubSub against two classes of protocols,
GHT-based and data-centric. The GHT-based approach involves ren-
dezvous nodes at which point subscriptions are joined and shared paths
are constructed. For the data-centric approach, we selected SAFE[9],
which uses a similar subscription-driven process, and forms shared paths
in location-aware WSNs. SAFE, however, assumes that each request is
of concern to a single sensor node. In order to support multiple sen-
sors, we augmented SAFE with GEAR[16]. In this combination, sub-
scriptions reach those regions of interest and are then broadcast within
the regions. Subscription messages that meet data dissemination paths,
prior to reaching those regions, are joined as in [9].

We’re examining support for resource-awareness, by means of the
number of nodes that notifications must route through to reach the sub-
scribers. This is equivalent to the number of hops taken on the logical
layer. We’re also examining efficiency of the resulting event dissemina-
tion paths, by means of the number of messages that are transmitted,
to deliver an event from the publishers to the subscribers.
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Figure 7. Preliminary results (800 nodes in a 256x256 grid). Quad-PubSub was
evaluated with ǫ = {1.2, 1.5, 1.75}.

We’re using the discrete event simulator JiST/SWANS[1], with wire-
less parameters from CC1000 radio[2]. Results are still being analyzed.
Nevertheless, some early results (see figure 7) suggest the following.

• Combination of SAFE and GEAR perform very poorly, for two rea-
sons. Firstly, the subscription messages may enter the region of in-
terest from different points, which result in formation of multiple
overlapping event dissemination trees in the region. Secondly, effec-
tive opportunistic sharing is rarely achieved in dense networks. This
is due to the greedy forwarding policy of many geographical routing
protocols, which decreases the chances of intersection.

• GHT protocol’s performance varies significantly according to the out-
come of the hash function and the subscriber’s region of interest. We
have yet to determine a formal way of comparing this randomness
against our steadily well-performing protocol.

• The impact of the Epsilon Factor is least noticeable in figure 7, as
we used a fixed subscription coverage domain. This promotes the
formation of shared event dissemination paths among the subscribers.

6. Future Work & Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a publish/subscribe protocol that allows
the transparent operation of resource-aware routing protocols which can
extend the WSN’s lifetime. In conjunction with this goal, we targeted
shared event dissemination paths that can lower communication costs.
Quad-PubSub contains a localized resolving algorithm, which iteratively
resolves the subscribe/unsubscribe operations over the network. The
algorithm is simple in operation, comprising distance calculations, but
early results suggest that it can offer significant savings in WSNs. This
work is still under evaluation, and in future will be supported by formal
proofs, detailed analytical and experimental evaluations.
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